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Stop Kiss 2000

the story a poignant and funny play about the ways both sudden and slow that lives can change

irrevocably says variety after callie meets sara the two unexpectedly fall in love their first kiss provokes

a violent attack that transfo

ストップ・キス 2005-12

ニューヨークを舞台に 女性同士の出会いを描いた戯曲

Fearless Femininity by Women in American Theatre, 1910s to

2010s 2015-08-06

in this unprecedented fascinating book which covers women in theatre from the 1910s to the 2010s

author lynne greeley notes that for the purposes of this study feminism is defined as the political

impulse toward economic and social empowerment for females or the female identified a position

perceived by many feminists as oppositional to ideas of femininity that they see as personally and

politically constraining and that femininity comprises social behaviors and practices that mean as many

different things as there are women some of which are empowering and others of which are not this

book illuminates how throughout the twentieth century and into the twenty first playwrights and artists

in american theatre both embodied and disrupted the feminine of their times through approaches as

wide ranging as performing their own recipes energizing silences raging against war and rape and

inviting the public to inscribe their naked bodies theatre artists have used performance as a site to

insert themselves between the physicality of their female presence and the liminality of their disrupting

the role of the feminine capturing that place of liminality a neither here nor there place that is often

unsafe where the established order is overturned by acts as banal as raising a plant women have

written and performed and disrupted their way through one hundred years of theatre history even

within the constraints of a variably rigid and usually unsympathetic social order creating a feminist

femininity they have reinscribed their place in the culture and provided models for their audiences to

do the same this comprehensive tome part of the cambria contemporary global performing arts headed

by john clum duke university is an essential addition for theater studies and women s studies
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The Lines Between the Lines 2021-10-18

how stage directions convey not what a given moment looks like but how it feels

The New York Times Theater Reviews 1997-1998 2014-10-13

first published in 2001 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company

How to Keep a Boy from Kissing You 2016-10-25

sweet sixteen and never been kissed that s aurora skye s big secret and the way she wants it to stay

she s not going to give away her first kiss to just anyone busy dodging suitors and matchmaking for

her best friends aurora not so patiently awaits her prince but everything changes when aurora is

coerced into a lead role in the school production of much ado about nothing which means she ll have

to lock lips with her co star hayden paris the smart and funny boy next door who also happens to be

the bane of her existence always around to see her at her worst now aurora is more determined than

ever to have her first kiss with the one who s truly worthy of it but first she ll have to figure out just

who that person is romantic and funny tara eglington s how to keep a boy from kissing you is a feel

good tale of finding love where you least expect it

Slow Dance on the Killing Ground 1993

the story as the curtain rises a poor dusty shop with its dirty window obscuring the dark hos tile night

with its mean little counter and with its juke box glaring vulgarly from the side the storekeeper is taking

inventory the door is flung

Fundamentals of Theatrical Design 2011-09-06

veteran theater designers karen brewster and melissa shafer have consulted with a broad range of

seasoned theater industry professionals to provide an exhaustive guide full of sound advice and insight

with clear examples and hands on exercises fundamentals of theatrical design illustrates the way in

which the three major areas of theatrical design scenery costumes and lighting are intrinsically linked

attractively priced for use as a classroom text this is a comprehensive resource for all levels of
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designers and directors allworth press an imprint of skyhorse publishing publishes a broad range of

books on the visual and performing arts with emphasis on the business of art our titles cover subjects

such as graphic design theater branding fine art photography interior design writing acting film how to

start careers business and legal forms business practices and more while we don t aspire to publish a

new york times bestseller or a national bestseller we are deeply committed to quality books that help

creative professionals succeed and thrive we often publish in areas overlooked by other publishers and

welcome the author whose expertise can help our audience of readers

A Companion to Korean American Studies 2018-06-12

a companion to korean american studies aims to provide readers with a broad introduction to korean

american studies through essays exploring major themes key insights and scholarly approaches that

have come to define this field

The Columbia Guide to Asian American Literature Since 1945

2006-08-08

the columbia guide to asian american literature since 1945

Theatre Record 2000

for many years the development of theories about the way children learn to read and write was

dominated by studies of english speaking populations as we have learned more about the way that

children learn to read and write other scripts whether they have less regularity in their grapheme

phoneme correspondences or do not make use of alphabetic symbols at all it has become clear that

many of the difficulties that confront children learning to read and write english specifically are less

evident or even non existent in other populations at the same time some aspects of learning to read

and write are very similar across scripts the unique cross linguistic perspective offered in this book

including chapters on japanese greek and the scandinavian languages as well as english shows how

the processes of learning to read and spell are affected by the characteristics of the writing system

that children are learning to master
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Learning to Read and Write 1999-05-27

welcome to midvale a city of liberal minded but not too liberal minded folk in the heart of wisconsin

midvale is home to oliver poole lanky and gray haired father of four sons husband of diana a

prominent divorce lawyer left fielder for an over the hill softball team called the old hatters and sole

proprietor of a typewriter repair shop a trade that one of his sons compares to singing folk music on

the street and waiting for someone to drop a nickel in the hat midvale is home too to annelise

scharfenberg a thirty something sugar craving aspiring buddhist who works as a late night music and

gab show host at a fringe radio station when annelise a collector of old fashioned things walks into

oliver s shop bearing a typewriter scavenged from an alley a romance ensues with consequences both

comic and tragic set during the early years of the iraq war the typewriter satyr is flush with colorful

characters including a syrian coffeehouse owner who believes the bush government is after him a

buddhist monk who grew up in rural wisconsin a painter known as the rabbit master and a homeless

writer who roams the streets of midvale in search of a missing shoe in the typewriter satyr dwight allen

has created a world that as the novelist michelle huneven notes speaks to the powerful tides of

longing and loneliness surging through all of us honorable mention anne powers book length fiction

council for wisconsin writers finalist general fiction midwest book awards

The Typewriter Satyr 2009-03-17

nopassport theatre alliance and press in collaboration with force collision theater j and twinbiz nyc

commissioned and presented an evening of short works in support of gun control on janurary 26 2013

at georgetown university s gonda theatre in washington d c directed by force collision to coincide with

molly smith and suzanne blue star boy s march on washington for gun control

24 Gun Control Plays 2013

the bark creeps up my body like a rising sea level i wonder what will happen when it reaches my heart

when a woman tells a lie to her girlfriend a seed is planted that starts to grow in the darkness now

roots are cracking through the pavement and branches are coming in at the windows as she starts to

see things that no one else can she becomes the focus of some seriously unwanted attention a queer

urban fable about passion power and photosynthesis a contemporary thriller with ancient roots rafaella
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marcus s sap her first full length stage play opened at roundabout summerhall as part of the edinburgh

festival fringe in august 2022

Sap 2022-08-25

the loose lip brigade is a collection of short stories from fiction and nonfiction writer julia newman like

gulls that cannot fly to sea during storms so are the characters of the loose lip brigade paralyzed by

the reality of circumstance drawing from these tense moments the collection delves into themes of self

doubt and self indulgence each story explores the nature of personal demons human impulse and their

often un gratifying consequences

American Theatre 2005-07

leonard is sat on the substitutes bench but never asked to play and it s not even as if the ducie high

football team is any good they get beaten time after time then everything changes after a game near a

nuclear power plant that night in bed he is visited by zombies the ghostly players from the winning

1966 england world cup team tell him that if he follows their instructions not only will he get off the

bench but ducie high xi will start to take control leonard obeys and the team s prospects surge but

what is the price of the zombies involvement how high will that price be and what pound of living flesh

will they demand

The Loose Lip Brigade 2012-09

summer is in full swing and nagumo is as desperate as ever to make a buck makabe s is closed so

apart from an appearance in troupe tekaridake s latest masterwork she s got no source of income and

no choice but to turn to the internet with niikura behind the camera what could go wrong but nagumo s

public humiliation leads to some unexpected reunions summer in the city doesn t mean lazy days for

everyone however class 2 3 s make up exam is postponed indefinitely as they devote their energy to a

guinness world record the surprising shogi championship grips fans with its preposterous thrills and

wako joins forces with kamaboko oni to save mr bummer from the threat of cancellation need a

vacation from normal life why not spend summer in the city
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Zombie Xl 2016-07-28

no light is as unforgiving as the spotlight but to be in it while being a teenager is just plain brutal this

collection of fictional short stories highlight the struggles hopes failures and triumphs of young aspiring

singers dancers actors actresses and performers while these characters may feel out of place during

their everyday lives they are able to find a home onstage and in rehearsals woven throughout the

anthology are personal anecdotes from several of today s most celebrated performers of stage screen

and television whether hilarious or romantic or devastating or suspenseful these diverse coming of age

stories are perfect for anyone who is reaching for the stars

CITY 10 2021-01-05

when kate is asked by her friend sarah mccord to appear as mrs claus in the coldwater springs

christmas parade she doesn t know what to think after all she s only twenty nine and although she has

a very curvy figure she s not matronly and gray haired yet but when she finds out that the hunky guy

she s admired for the last few months flynn winters will play opposite her as santa she s glad she

agreed to take part especially when the script calls for them to kiss this is a sexy contemporary

romance novelette of approximately 6 800 words although it s part of the coldwater springs series it

can be read as a stand alone

Starry-Eyed 2013-10-08

the child of a commoner family in su liuxia after graduating from university she didn t study in her own

department but instead went to her favorite performing arts field because he grew up in the

countryside his family wanted him to be a teacher or doctor but he didn t like it in the end he studied

economics and management li youjin a ceo of a listed company was cold quiet and dark after he left

the country to study abroad he set up the current j y group with his friends at the age of 25 he did not

have a single woman by his side the people outside also said that he liked men and the family was

afraid of that so they arranged a blind date for him since he did not want to accept the arrangements

he could only flee it s fine i ll raise you in the future at worst you just have to take on more tricks su

liuxia patted her chest good liao jin smiled as he looked at her righteous demeanor is there still time

for me to go back on my word su liuxia who had already arrived at the li residence looked at li youjin
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and spoke again hearing join collection

A Curvy Coldwater Christmas 2018-03-05

at sixteen betty runs away from the small river town she s always known to live in los angeles with her

father an outrageous used car salesman and avid gambler it is the first journey in what will be a

remarkable life among remarkable people betty s first job out of college is as joan crawford s nanny

caring for the crawford children at the height of the star s career hollywood is about to play an even

larger role in betty s life when she meets a young ambitious actor named lee marvin after a whirlwind

courtship and a trip to las vegas betty and lee are married in this unique memoir both hilarious and

touching we follow betty as she creates a family with lee and is by his side as he works with marlon

brando john wayne and a host of other stars she is the penultimate hostess and hollywood housewife

nobody knew what was really going on at home until unable to take lee s womanizing drinking and

abuse betty leaves him and strikes out on her own what follows are adventures that could only be

betty marvin s from the building of her career as an artist to a love affair with an italian king to dire

straits as investment con artists leave betty suddenly homeless after years of the hollywood life betty is

left with only her car her dog and her typewriter forced to employ all of her skills to survive she comes

out on top this is the story of a woman who finds the real riches that come with learning the value of a

joyful life

My Mr.CEO, Don't Try to Escape 2020-06-05

this edited volume offers a comprehensive understanding of the queer space in tandem with the

transforming socio cultural political relationships in a country that exhibits diversified shades of

ideologies and history that is india the featured essays deal with the presence of queerness in visual

media particularly in films and the digital arena from multilingual and multicultural perspectives thus

creating an exhaustive discourse encompassing argument and analysis this book aims to depict the

plurality and complexity of the indian scenario fostering mass acceptance of queerness a rare

scholastic endeavour
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Tales of a Hollywood Housewife 2010-02

学園のスパダリだけじゃない 大天使にクール美少女 元気っ娘 恋人と親友 ふさわしい関係はどちらか 恋人を目指す王塚真唯と 親友

でありたい甘織れな子はお互いに決めたルールの下 只今絶賛勝負中 しかし 真唯と初めてのキスを交わしてから れな子にも今までな

かった新たな感情が生まれる 二人の関係が進展したことで 仲良しグループの中にも大きな変化が生じてきて 周辺を巻き込みながら突

き進む 青春ガールズラブコメ 第2巻

Gender, Sexuality, and Indian Cinema 2023-06-09

behind the scenes nothing is what it seems gord stewart 40 years old single moved back into his sub

urban childhood home to care for his widowed father but his father no longer needs care and gord is

stuck in limbo he s been working in the movie business as a location scout for years and when there

isn t much filming as a private eye for a security company run by ex cops obc when a fellow crew

member asks him to find her missing uncle gord reluctantly takes the job the police say the uncle

walked into some dense woods in northern ontario and shot himself but the man s wife thinks he s still

alive with the help of his movie business and obc connections gord finds a little evidence that the

uncle may be alive now gord has two problems what to do when he finds a man who doesn t want to

be found and admitting that he s getting invested in this job for the first time in his life gord stewart is

going to have to leave the sidelines and get into the game even if it might get him killed

わたしが恋人になれるわけないじゃん、ムリムリ！（※ムリじゃなかった!?） 2

2021-04-19

in this inspiring memoir the star of hercules shares the story of the sudden aneurysm and multiple

strokes that left him incapacitated but ultimately redefined his definition of success on television kevin

sorbo portrayed an invincible demigod in his real life an aneurysm caused strokes that left him partially

blind and incapacitated at just thirty eight years old yet since appearances are everything in hollywood

he hid the full details about his condition from the press and continued to film hercules which was the

number one tv series in the world true strength is the story of transformation persistence and hope in

the face of seemingly insurmountable obstacles sorbo reflects on his childhood in minnesota and his

early acting days in hollywood to his charmed life as television s beloved hercules and where he is

today he recounts the onset of his symptoms his frightening hospitalization and his arduous path to
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recovery with this honest account of personal tragedy and triumph sorbo aims to blaze a trail for those

who have ever suffered acute illness or a serious setback in life and are now struggling to find their

way back

Every City Is Every Other City 2021-06-01

the unforgettable novel of a woman who must return to her small hometown in the south only to

discover that the years old secrets and scandals of her past are right where she left them from 1 new

york times bestselling author sandra brown sunny chandler always said she d never return to latham

green louisiana just three years ago she was at the center of the small town s juiciest scandal now

she s been invited to her best friend s wedding and has no choice but to go home and with her return

come the whispers the looks the rumors it doesn t take her long to see that latham green has nothing

new to offer except maybe ty beaumont ty can see through the gossip to the real sunny yet despite his

easy southern charm sunny doesn t seem interested even if she s seriously tempted for she s

harboring the agonizing secret of why she really left what she needs is a man who s not just a lover

and though there s clearly much more to the roguish ty beaumont than meets the eye sunny doesn t

know if she can trust anyone with her secret heartbreak even the one man who may be able to heal it

True Strength 2011-10-11

screening metoo offers an important and timely discussion of the pervasive nature of rape culture in

hollywood essays in the collection examine films released from the 1960s onward a broad period that

coincides with the end of the motion picture production code in hollywood which resulted in more

frequent and increasingly graphic images of sex and violence being included in mainstream movies

focusing on narratives in which surveillance and sexual violence feature prominently contributors from

north america and europe examine a variety of film genres including spy films teen comedies kitchen

sink dramas coming of age stories rape revenge films and horror films reflecting the increasing social

and academic awareness of sexual violence in hollywood film and its transmission and cultivation of

rape culture in the united states and abroad they are concerned not only with the content of the films

under scrutiny but also with the clear relationship between the stories how they are being told and the

culture that produced them screening metoo challenges readers to look at mainstream hollywood films

differently in light of attitudes about art and power sexuality and consent and the pleasures and
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frustrations of criticizing entertainment films from these perspectives

Sunny Chandler's Return 2007-12-18

from multi million copy selling zoey dean comes the next addition to the talent series mac emily coco

and becks are so over bams which means their focus has turned to hitting the big time emily s on the

set of her first movie starring opposite longtime crush davey woodward while mac s busy launching

coco s new aguilerainspired debut and becks s quicksilver modeling career superstardom here they

come check out the results of zoey dean s nationwide talent contest at zoeydeanstalent com where

you can see just how precious talent really is as we all know you either have it or you don t

The Best Plays of ... 1998

when thom finds a murdered body on the golf course he can t rest until he solves the mystery of the

heinous crime and the cast of characters he meets along the way is anything but comforting thom

hates standing just four foot seven and a half after watching his mother bleed to death from a knife

stuck through her heart he runs away and lands in backwards backwoods florida there he becomes an

expert golfer this is no small feat and one he credits to his short game thom only golfs alone it s where

he escapes the scorn and ignorance of others the course is thom s world until that is he discovers a

woman s bloody corpse on number two stabbed through the heart then thom s world becomes a black

tunnel of terror and guilt he can t even raise a club without collapsing in panic thom must solve the

murder not only to escape suspicion but especially to reclaim his glorious solitude this however finally

forces him to open up to others like dyleane who sees thom for what he is on the inside jade the

ample proprietor of a cafe and whorehouse father c a chain smoking priest with a pitiful toupee and

others still who will stop at nothing to keep their secrets buried

The New York Times Theater Reviews 1999

violet s in her element cosplay at the ready she can t wait to feel part of her favourite fandom the

gallows dance a mega book and movie franchise but when a freak accident transports her into the

story for real can violet play out the plot the way it was written
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Screening #MeToo 2022-04-01

この商品はタブレットなど大きいディスプレイを備えた端末で読むことに適しています また 文字だけを拡大することや 文字列のハイ

ライト 検索 辞書の参照 引用などの機能が使用できません 今すぐ でもじっくり細かいところまで理解したい そんな入門書はどこに

ある どれもこれも痒いところにいまいち手が届かない印象 macはもっと奥が深いはずだよね iphoneやipadをきっかけに macが

気になり始め 使い出したはいいけれど なにか物足りない そんなニーズにお答えする 脱 マック初心者 の決定版が本書です 発行開始

から数えて第10弾となるすっかり定番の一冊です レディーメイドな入門書と違い macを使いこなす上でもっとも大切な痒いところ

に手が届く構成は mac fan編集部が作るからこそのオーダーメイド仕上げ iphoneやipadとの連携はもちろん 最新macos high

sierraの実践的なfaqやトラブルシューティングも満載 トータル260ページの大ボリュームで きっとあなたのアップルライフは充実

したものになるでしょう

Star Power 2009-04-16

this book provides a pioneering and provocative exploration of the rich synergies between adaptation

studies and translation studies and is the first genuine attempt to discuss the rather loose usage of the

concepts of translation and adaptation in terms of theatre and film at the heart of this collection is the

proposition that translation studies and adaptation studies have much to offer each other in practical

and theoretical terms and can no longer exist independently from one another as a result it generates

productive ideas within the contact zone between these two fields of study both through new

theoretical paradigms and detailed case studies such closely intertwined areas as translation and

adaptation need to encounter each other s methodologies and perspectives in order to develop ever

more rigorous approaches to the study of adaptation and translation phenomena challenging current

assumptions and prejudices in terms of both the book includes contributions as diverse yet interrelated

as bakhtin s notion of translation and adaptation bollywood adaptations of shakespeare s othello and

an analysis of performance practice itself arguably an adaptive practice which uses a variety of

languages from english and greek to british and international sign language as translation and

adaptation practices are an integral part of global cultural and political activities and agendas it is ever

more important to study such occurrences of rewriting and reshaping by exploring and investigating

interdisciplinary and cross cultural perspectives and approaches this volume investigates the impact

such occurrences of rewriting have on the constructions and experiences of cultures while at the same

time developing a rigorous methodological framework which will form the basis of future scholarship on

performance and film translation and adaptation
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Handicap 2018-02-06

success is a right sex is easy the world is there to inherit mark brock is a rich attractive californian with

the world at his fingertips he is completing his master s at lockean university in southern england he is

twenty two years old and will soon have a fast tracked career to complement the wealth he has

inherited amongst his fellow students and coworkers in england he has the charm of a foreigner the

easy appeal of one from a warmer land a modern day gatsby living with american bravado in the

european culture and he is doing his best to throw it all away mark has learned to become an

incredibly bitter detached individual his parent s are cold choosing to travel the world rather than see

their own son graduate mark and his younger brother regard each other with equal levels of disgust

even escaping that life in california mark can only find his new home mundane the morning after his

birthday he wakes up in a strange room naked no memory of the night before as with everything else

in life he accepts the situation he leaves without trying to find out who he slept with days blend into

weeks weeks into months his final year of university in england is a cycle of self destruction a never

ending night of parties wealth and casual sex he has everything anyone could ever want except one

thing a sense of purpose of self worth an afternoon in the pub seems more productive going to class

than finishing his dissertation life is stuck on fast forward most of his time is spent with a best friend

who is a loathing addict or with a dangerous and aggressive drug dealer who mark finds

simultaneously repulsive and fascinating the rest of his time is spent desperately searching for a new

lover someone special someone that he could call the one mark is never hard pressed to find a new

partner but while women are more than happy to sleep with the charming californian none of them will

spend any intimate time with him women will have sex with him but won t have dinner with him he

simultaneously wants to feel wounded and to feel that this is what he deserves that he is unlovable but

ultimately there is no epiphany hiding in the beds of strangers is just another drug used to numb

himself from the pain of emily the ghost of his past falling in love soon becomes another addiction

more and more he just grows numb to the cycle despite his efforts at self destruction he still graduates

with honors and quickly finds a faceless corporate job this is the cycle that mark traps himself in

another business meeting harder and harder drugs another cocktail in another bar another bed with

another stranger both love and heartbreak are found on facebook in the clubs at drunken office parties

and even as he watches his own soul die an onlooker at a horrible accident he can t seem to bring

himself to stop it mark s life becomes a dizzying spiral of desperation as he looks for answers in all
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the wrong places the harder he searches for meaning the more horror he sees and commits things

grow more dangerous and before long mark is not only harming himself but those around him as his

numbness grows he tries to blame the drugs the alcohol the sex but deep down he knows he can t

blame those things it is something that is innate in him something far worse but it s all he knows i start

to wonder if i might not be the worst possible human imaginable but then i think that i m not any worse

than anyone else living in this building this city this country this reality this realization does not soothe

me it only makes me feel worse tired of sex com

Basic Motion Picture Techniques 1947

The Fandom 2018-01-04

ビギナーズ大全 2018 「脱！ マック初心者」の決定版 2018-04-19

Raising Kids O.K. 1977

Chicago Tribune Index 2000

Translation and Adaptation in Theatre and Film 2013-08-15

Tired of Sex 2011-05-13
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